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State-of-the-Art Technologies in Food Science: Human Health, Emerging Issues and Specialty Topics (Innovations in Agricultural & Biological Engineering)Apple Academic Press, 2018

	
		There has been a growing interest in the health benefits derived from fruits and vegetables and the food products based on them. Many foods contain various phytochemicals, flavonoids, fibers, macronutrients and micronutrients, minerals, etc. that are good for health and essential for keeping good health. This volume provides a global...
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Google+ for Business: How Google's Social Network Changes EverythingQue, 2011

	The Complete Business Guide to Google+, Today’s Hottest New Social Network! 


	 


	Every week, millions more people sign up for Google+: Suddenly, it’s today’s hottest new social network. Google+ for Business reveals why Google+ offers...
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Getting Started with WordPress: Design Your Own Blog or WebsiteCourse Technology PTR, 2011

	An open source content management system (CMS) like WordPress can be a
	great resource for anyone who would like to create a blog. It used to be that, to put
	content online, you had to manually assemble all the files and develop a fair
	amount of technical expertise; but a CMS can automate and significantly simplify
	many parts of the...
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Perl 6 and Parrot Essentials, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2004
This book is an unparalleled sneak-peek of what's coming in  the widely-anticipated Perl 6. It uncovers groundbreaking  new developments in Parrot--the interpreter engine that will  execute code written in the new Perl 6 language and the most  revolutionary change in the language itself--Apocalypse 12  on objects. It also includes expanded coverage...
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Perl 6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
Perl 6 Essentials is the first book  that offers a peek into the next major version of the Perl  language. Written by members of the Perl 6 core development  team, the book covers the development not only of Perl 6  syntax but also Parrot, the language-independent interpreter  developed as part of the Perl 6 design...
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Federal Resume Guidebook: Write a Winning Federal Resume to Get in, Get Promoted, and Survive in a Government Career!  3rd EditionJIST Works, 2004
Shows where to find federal jobs and how to navigate the different application processes for the many federal agencies. Expert step-by-step guidance and resume samples for applying for jobs with the federal government.     

       Guide provides advice how to be considered 'best qualified' for a new Federal job, or a promotion or...
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Perfect Phrases for Professional Networking: Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Phrases for Meeting and Keeping Helpful Contacts  Everywhere You GoMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Put these words to work for you!
     Learn the gift of gab and get closer to your dream job        

This latest addition to the bestselling Perfect Phrases series is a must-read for anyone who dreads networking or who has ever fumbled or frozen during important and possibly career-changing conversations....
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Facebook Graph API Development with FlashPackt Publishing, 2010

	This step-by-step book gives you an empty shell of an AS3 Facebook RIA, and guides you through writing the Facebook interaction code by means of fun examples, exercises, and code snippets.This beginner's guide focuses on getting you through all the major learning points in a smooth, logical order. You'll also see how to avoid some...
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Goddess of the Market: Ayn Rand and the American RightOxford University Press, 2009
Worshipped by her fans, denounced by her enemies, and forever shadowed by controversy and scandal, the novelist and philosopher Ayn Rand was a powerful thinker whose views on government and markets shaped the conservative movement from its earliest days.  Drawing on unprecedented access to Rand's private papers and the original, unedited...
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Principles of Social PsychiatryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This second edition of Principles of Social Psychiatry appears more than 15 years after the first one, and even a cursory comparison between the contents of the two editions clearly documents that the scope and the impact of the social component of our discipline and profession have remarkably increased during the past few years.

...
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